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On the Nonlinear Response of a
Flexible Connecting Rod
In two recent papers (Chen, J.-S., and Chen, K.-L., 2001, ‘‘The Role of Lagrangian S
in the Dynamic Response of a Flexible Connecting Rod,’’ ASME Journal of Mecha
Design,123, pp. 542–548; Chen, J.-S., and Huang, C.-L., 2001, ‘‘Dynamic Analysis
Flexible Slider-Crank Mechanisms With Nonlinear Finite Element Method,’’ Journa
Sound and Vibration,246, pp. 389–402) we reported that previous researches of oth
on the dynamic response of a flexible connecting rod may have overestimated the
tions by ten folds when the crank rotates near the bending natural frequency o
connecting rod because terms of significant order of magnitude were ignored
equately. While the findings in (Chen, J.-S., and Chen, K.-L., 2001, ‘‘The Role of Lag
ian Strain in the Dynamic Response of a Flexible Connecting Rod,’’ ASME Journ
Mechanical Design,123, pp. 542–548; Chen, J.-S., and Huang, C.-L., 2001, ‘‘Dynam
Analysis of Flexible Slider-Crank Mechanisms With Nonlinear Finite Element Meth
Journal of Sound and Vibration,246, pp. 389–402.) were obtained via numerical simu
lations, the present paper emphasizes the analytical approach with an aim to expl
the physical insights behind these numerical results. The equations of motion are
derived by applying Hamilton’s principle with all high order terms in the strain ene
function being retained. After careful examination of the order of magnitude of each t
the coupled equations are simplified to a single one in terms of the transverse defle
which turns out to be a Duffing equation under parametric and external excitat
simultaneously. Closed-form approximations of the dynamic response are then deriv
using multiple scale method. It is found that the combined effects of parametric
external excitations dominate the response whenV is close to 0.5 and 1. Away from thes
two speed ranges, on the other hand, the response is dominated by the external exc
alone. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1631571#
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Introduction
The flexible connecting rod of a slider-crank mechanism can

considered as a beam undergoing flexible deformation superp
on large rigid body motion and may deform in both the axial a
transverse directions. A complete formulation must take into
count the coupling effect of the axial and transverse vibratio
However, due to mathematical complexity, it was very common
the past to adopt various assumptions in the formulation to e
the burden of computation. Common approaches adopted in
past may be categorized into the following three groups base
the ways the axial load in the rod is being formulated.

~1! The axial load is assumed to be dependent only on time
can be obtained by treating the rod as rigid@1–7#. This approach
is also very popular in finite element formulations@8–11#. ~2! The
axial force is related to the transverse displacement by integra
the axial equilibrium equation@12–14#. Similar idea in the finite
element approach can be found in@15–18#. ~3! The third approach
is to consider the effect of axial vibration, but assume that
axial force is proportional to the linear axial strain@19–21#. This
approach has also been incorporated in finite element formula
@22#.

In an effort to examine the validity of the above simplificatio
Chen and Chen@23# reformulated the equations of motion b
assuming that the axial load is proportional to the Lagrang
strain. All the high order terms were retained in@23#, and eigen-
function expansion method was used to facilitate numerical si
lations. It is found that all the previous formulations cited abo
@1–22# give satisfactory results only when the crank speed is l
On the other hand when the crank speed is comparable to the
bending natural frequency of the connecting rod, all these sim
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fied formulations overestimate the dynamic response by alm
ten folds because terms of significant order of magnitude are
moved inadequately. Chen and Huang@24# confirmed the findings
in @23# by adopting a nonlinear finite element formulation takin
into account all the high order terms in the strain energy functi
including the usually-neglected quartic term of the displacem
gradient.

The equations of motion derived in@23# and @24# are so com-
plicated that it is impossible to perform any analytical study. Co
sequently, important physical insight and meaningful conclusi
can be obtained only through large amount of calculations w
wide range of parameters. In this paper we present an effor
simplify the equations of motion to a tractable form in a syste
atic manner and identify the important terms contributing to
dynamic behaviors which were usually ignored before. We fi
use the extended Hamilton’s principle to reformulate the comp
equations of motion of a damped connecting rod involvi
coupled axial and lateral vibrations. Rotary inertia effect will
included automatically. Eigenfunction expansion method is th
adopted to discretize the partial differential equations. By app
priately ordering the magnitude of each term the coupled eq
tions of motion can be simplified to a single one in terms of t
transverse deflection. Based on this simplified equation mult
scale method can be used to derive the closed-form approxima
of the steady state vibrations and the associated bifurcation s

Equations of Motion
Figure 1 shows a slider-crank mechanism. The rigid crank

lengtha rotates with constant speedV. The length, cross section
area, mass density, and Young’s modulus of the connecting rod
L, A, r, andE, respectively. The mass of the slider isms . XOY is
an inertial frame with its origin attached at the center of the ro
ing crank.xAy is a moving frame withx-axis passing through the
two ends of the connecting rod before deformation.u(x,t) and

the
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v(x,t) denote the axial and transverse deflections of the conn
ing rod with respect to framexAy. The position vectorR(x,y,t)
of a point in the connecting rod measured from the pivot O can
written as

R5aer1~x1u2yv ,x!ei1~y1v !ej (1)

where (er ,eu) and (ei ,ej ) are rotating base vectors attached
points O and A, respectively. The kinetic energyTc of the con-
necting rod is

Tc5
A

2 E0

L

rṘ"Ṙdx (2)

where

Ṙ~x,y,t !5@2aV sin~u2f!1u,t2yv ,xt2ḟ~y1v !#ei

1@aV cos~u2f!1v ,t1ḟ~x1u2yv ,x!#ej (3)

u5Vt is the rotation angle of the crank.f is the angle between
the x- andX-axes.

f5sin21S 2
a sinVt

L D (4)

It is noted that Eq.~2! includes the rotary inertia of the rod. Th
kinetic energy of the sliderTs is

Ts5
ms

2
Ṙ~L,0,t !•Ṙ~L,0,t ! (5)

In this paper Euler-Bernoulli beam model is adopted and the a
strain at a point (x,y) in the connecting rod can be written as

exx5u,x1
1

2
v ,x

2 2yv ,xx (6)

Following a volume integral the strain energyUc of the connect-
ing rod can be written as

Uc5
1

2 E0

LFEAS u,x
2 1u,xv ,x

2 1
1

4
v ,x

4 D1EIv ,xx
2 Gdx (7)

I is the area moment of inertia of the connecting rod,

I 5Ar2

r is the radius of gyration of the cross section. Regarding
damping mechanism we assume that the connecting rod is m
of a Kelvin-type viscoelastic material and the dissipation force
proportional to the strain rate. The variation of work done by th
nonconservative internal force is

dW52mexx,tdexx (8)

m is the material damping constant. By applying Hamilton’s pri
ciple

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a slider-crank mechanism
758 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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E
t1

t2
~dTc1dTs2dUc1dW!dt50, (9)

the equations of motion of the connecting rod can be obtaine

u,tt2ḟ2u2
E

r
~u,xx1v ,xv ,xx!22ḟv ,t2f̈v2xḟ2

2aV2 cos~Vt2f!2
m

r
~u,xxt1v ,xtv ,xx1v ,xv ,xxt!50 (10)

v ,tt2ḟ2v1
EI

rA
v ,xxxx12ḟu,t1f̈u

2
E

r S u,xxv ,x1u,xv ,xx1
3

2
v ,x

2 v ,xxD1
mI

rA
v ,xxxxt

2
m

r
~u,xxtv ,x12v ,xxv ,xtv ,x1u,xtv ,xx1v ,x

2 v ,xxt!1xf̈

2aV2 sin~Vt2f!1
I

A
~2ḟ2v ,xx1v ,xxtt!50 (11)

There are two differences in Eqs.~10! and~11! above and Eqs.~7!
and ~8! in @23#. First of all, there is no damping mechanism
Eqs.~7! and~8! in @23#. Secondly, The last term in Eq.~11! above
is due to rotary inertia of the connecting rod, which is ignored
@23#.

The connecting rod is assumed to be simply-supported at b
ends. After imposing the geometric constraint for the slider m
tion, i.e.,

v~L,t !52u~L,t !tanf (12)

and following the variation procedure~9! the boundary conditions
for u andv can be derived as

u~0,t !5v~0,t !5v ,xx~0,t !5v ,xx~L,t !50 (13)

@~EAexx1mAexx,t!~12v ,x tanf!2I tanf~EAv ,xxx

1mAv ,xxxt!#x5L52msaX /cosf (14)

aX is the acceleration of the slider,

aX52aV2 cosVt2Lḟ2 cosf1af̈ sinVt (15)

Boundary condition~14! has also been derived by Fung et a
@25#, except that the important terms involvingv ,xxx are missing.
It is noted thatv(L,t) is not exactly zero in general. However,
has been examined by Huang@26# with finite element method tha
imposing v(L,t)50 only induces negligible local error for a
crank lengtha,0.2L. In this paper we focus on the case wi
crank length in this range. For such a case the geometric c
straint~12! and the boundary condition~14! can be approximated
as

v~L,t !50 (16)

@EAexx1mAexx,t#x5L52
1

cosf F1

2
rALaV2 sinf sin~Vt2f!

2
1

3
rAL2f̈ sinf1msaXG (17)

Nondimensionalization
Equations~10! and ~11! can be nondimensionalized by intro

ducing the following dimensionless quantities,

x* 5
x

L
, a* 5

a

L
, u* 5

L

r 2
u, v* 5

v
r

, «5
r

L
,

ms* 5
ms

rAL
, P* 5

P

EA
, V* 5

V

vb
, t* 5vbt, m* 5

mr 2p4

rvbL4
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vb is the lowest bending natural frequency of the connecting r
It is noted that the above nondimensionalization relations are c
sen so that bothu* andv* are of order one whenV* is close to
1 @23#. After nondimensionalizing Eqs.~10! and ~11! and assum-
ing a one-mode approximation foru* andv* as following,

u* ~x* ,t* !5 f ~ t* !sin
px*

2
(18)

v* ~x* ,t* !5g~ t* !sinpx* (19)

we can obtain the equations forf andg as,

«2~ f̈ 2ḟ2f !2«
8

3p
~2ḟġ1f̈g!

1
1

p2 S f

4
1

7

15
g2D1

m

p2 S ḟ

4
1

14

15
gġD

5
8

p2
ḟ21

4

p
aV2 cos~Vt2f!2

2

cosf
~Q2msaV2 cosVt !

(20)

«3
p2

2
~2ḟ2g1g̈!1«2

8

3p
~2ḟ ḟ 1f̈ f !

1«S g̈2ḟ2g1g1
14

15p2
f g1

3

8
g3D

1«mS ġ1
14

15p2
ḟ g1

3

4
g2ġD

52
2

p
f̈1

4

p
aV2 sin~Vt2f! (21)

where

Q5
a

3
f̈ sinVt2

1

2
a2V2 sinVt sin~Vt2f!

1ms~2ḟ2 cosf1af̈ sinVt !

All the asterisks in Eqs.~20! and ~21! have been dropped fo
simplicity. The detail of the above discretization procedure can
found in @23#. It is noted that by this scaling method the slend
ness ratio parameter« arises naturally and can be used to comp
the order of magnitude of each term in the dimensionless eq
tions. For instance, the effect of rotary inertia is of order«3 in Eq.
~21! and can be ignored when« is small. Equations~20! and~21!
can be solved numerically by Runge-Kutta method.

Duffing Equation
It is possible to reduce Eqs.~20! and~21! to a single equation if

the order of magnitude of each term is examined carefully, es
cially in the high-speed range. By ignoring the«2- and «-terms
and the terms containingm ḟ in Eq. ~20!, and assuminga to be
small, we can expressf in terms ofg as

f 52
28

15
g22m

56

15
gġ18apV2~pms12!cosVt (22)

After substituting Eq.~22! into Eq. ~21!, ignoring the«2 and
«3-terms and the term containing«m ḟ g, we obtain the single
equation forg,

g̈1g12m̂1ġ12m̂2ġg212k̂ cosVtg1âg3

52F̂1 sinVt12F̂2 sin 2Vt (23)

where
Journal of Mechanical Design
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k̂5
56

15
aV2S ms1

2

p D , â5
3

8
2

392

225p2
, F̂15

aV2

«p
,

F̂25aF̂1 , m̂15
m

2
, m̂25âm (24)

It is noted that Eq.~23! is a damped Duffing equation unde
parametric and external excitations simultaneously. To test if t
single equation is a good approximation to the original equatio
~20! and~21!, we compare the steady state vibration predicted
Eq. ~23! with the one predicted by Eqs.~20! and~21!. We choose
the following parameters for a slider-crank mechanism with re
tively short crank:«50.04, m50.0146,ms50.5, a50.05. After
specifying initial conditions forf, ḟ , g, ġ at certain crank speedV,
we examine the Poincare map of the response in theg2ġ space.
The deflection is recorded when the crank is in the direction of
slider motion. If there exists periodic steady state solution w
frequencynV, the points in the Poincare map converge ton sepa-
rated points. We call this periodic steady state vibration a Pn
solution. With damping constantm50.0146 the steady state solu
tion can be reached after 300 cycles. We record these steady
solutions in Fig. 2 for another 100 cycles. In other words, ea
point for a periodic solution in Fig. 2 actually represents 1
points at the same location in the Poincare map. The black cir
and the open circles represent the results from the two-equa
approach and the single-equation approach, respectively. It is
served that the results from the single equation match the res
from two equations quite well for short crank length. In particula
we observe that the P-1 solutions bifurcate to P-2 atV50.87, and
then bifurcate back to P-1 again atV51. In addition, we notice
that there exists a spike aroundV50.5, which indicates a change
of waveform in the solution. It is emphasized that for longer cra
and large slenderness ratio the solution of the single equation
no longer be a good approximation to the one obtained by
original two equations. The effects of a long crank on the dynam
response of the connecting rod can be found in another pape
the same authors@29#.

We plot the steady state solutionsg for three crank rotation
cycles at three different rotation speeds,V50.52, 0.8, and 0.95 in
Figs. 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Other parameters are the sam
those used in Fig. 2. The solid and dashed lines represent
solutions from two-equation and one-equation approaches, res
tively. The chain lines in Figs. 3 and 4 are the solutions predic
by multiple scale method, which will be explained in the ne
section. Figure 3 shows that the response atV50.52 is a P-1

Fig. 2 Bifurcation diagram for parameters «Ä0.04, mÄ0.0146,
m sÄ0.5, aÄ0.05. The black circles and the open circles repre-
sent the results from the two-equation approach and the
single-equation approach, respectively.
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 759
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solution consisting of at least two frequency components. Figu
shows a sinusoidal waveform atV50.8. Figure 5 shows that the
response atV50.95 is a P-2 solution.

Multiple Scale Method
After establishing the validity of Eq.~23! for the case with

small slenderness ratio and crank length we can try to predict
steady state solution with multiple scale method. There are
rotation speeds at which we are particularly interested, i.e.,V51
and 0.5.

Case 1. Rotation speed nearΩ51
In this case we rescale the coefficients in Eq.~23! by

k̂5dk, â5d2a, F̂15d2F1 , F̂25d2F2 ,

m̂15d2m1 , m̂25d2m2 (25)

d is an artificial parameter introduced here to facilitate pertur
tion analysis. The proximity ofV to unity can be expressed a
@27#

V2511d2s (26)

Fig. 3 Steady state vibration at VÄ0.52. The solid and dashed
lines represent the solutions from two-equation and one-
equation approaches, respectively. The chain line is the solu-
tion predicted by multiple scale method.

Fig. 4 Steady state vibration at VÄ0.8. The solid and dashed
lines represent the solutions from two-equation and one-
equation approaches, respectively. The chain line is the solu-
tion predicted by multiple scale method.
760 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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wheres is a detunning parameter. After substituting Eqs.~25! and
~26! into ~23! we obtain

g̈1V2g522dk cosVtg1d2~sg22m1ġ22m2ġg22ag3

12F1 sinVt12F2 sin 2Vt ! (27)

Equation~23! can be recovered from~27! by specifyingd51. We
assume the following expansion forg,

g~ t,d!5g0~T0 ,T1 ,T2!1dg1~T0 ,T1 ,T2!1d2g2~T0 ,T1 ,T2!

1 . . . (28)

whereTn5dnt. Substituting Eq.~28! into Eq. ~27! and equating
coefficients of like powers ofd yields

d0:D0
2g01V2g050 (29)

d1:D0
2g11V2g1522D0D1g022k cosVtg0 (30)

d2:D0
2g21V2g2522D0D1g122D0D2g02D1

2g022m1D0g0

22m2g0
2D0g02ag0

322k cosVT0g11sg0

12F1 sinVT012F2 sin 2VT0 (31)

whereDn5]/]Tn . The general solution of Eq.~29! can be writ-
ten as

g05H~T1 ,T2!eiVT01H̄~T1 ,T2!e2 iVT0 (32)

where H̄ is the complex conjugate ofH. After substituting Eq.
~32! into the right hand side of Eq.~30! we can rewrite

D0
2g11V2g1522iV~D1H !eiVT02Hk~11ei2VT0!1cc

(33)

where cc stands for the complex conjugates of the preced
terms. The secular term of Eq.~33! can be eliminated if

D1H50 (34)

The solution of Eq.~33! can then be written as

g15
Hk

V2 S ei2VT0

3
21D1cc (35)

After substituting Eqs.~32!, ~34!, and ~35! into Eq. ~31! we can
obtain the condition of eliminating the secular term ofg2 as

Fig. 5 A P-2 solution at VÄ0.95. The solid and dashed lines
represent the solutions from two-equation and one-equation
approaches, respectively.
Transactions of the ASME
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i2V~D2H1m1H1m2H2H̄ !13aH2H̄2
k2

V2 S 2H

3
2H̄ D2sH

1 iF 150 (36)

The complex functionH can be expressed as

H5
1

2
heib (37)

After substituting Eq.~37! into ~36! we can conclude that stead
state solutionsh andb must satisfy the following equations,

2V3m1h1
V3m2

2
h312V2F1 cosb1k2h sin 2b50 (38)

V2sh1
2

3
k2h2

3

4
V2ah322V2F1 sinb1k2h cos 2b50

(39)

After recovering the artificial parameterd to 1 the steady state
solutiongs of Eq. ~23! can be approximated as

gs>hFcos~Vt1b!1
k

3V2
~cos~2Vt1b!23 cosb!G (40)

It is noted that the parameterk is proportional toa, and is small
compared to 1 for the case with short crank. Therefore, it can
expected that the steady state response~40! is dominated by the
term synchronous to the crank rotation. The solid line in Fig
represents the amplitude of the steady state solution~40!. The
black circles are the results obtained by integrating Eqs.~20! and
~21!. The open circles represent the amplitude obtained by i
grating Eq.~23!. It is observed that the multiple scale solutio
approximates the Runge-Kutta solutions quite well, except in
range 0.87,V,1. For V50.8 the steady state waveform as pr
dicted by Eq.~40! is plotted in Fig. 4 as the chain line.

It is noted that the multiple scale method fails to predict the P
solution in the range 0.87,V,1. However, the bifurcation speed
0.87 and 1 may be verified by the Floquet theory. We express
solutiong of Eq. ~23! as,

g~ t !5gs1ĝ~ t ! (41)

wheregs is given in Eq.~40! and ĝ(t) is a small perturbation.
After substituting Eq.~41! into Eq. ~23!, and linearizing with re-
spect toĝ(t), we obtain the following equation,

Fig. 6 Amplitude of steady state vibration as a function of ro-
tation speed. Black and open circles are obtained by Runge-
Kutta calculation with two- and one-equation approaches, re-
spectively. The solid line is the solution predicted by multiple
scale method.
Journal of Mechanical Design
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g̈̂1ĝ12k cosVtĝ1~2m112m2gs! ġ̂1~4m2gsġs13ags
2!ĝ50

(42)

Equation~42! is a damped Mathieu equation. After specifying tw
sets of initial conditions,

ĝ1~0!50, ġ̂1~0!51 (43)

ĝ2~0!51, ġ̂2~0!50 (44)

and integrating Eq.~42! with Runge-Kutta method for one period
2p/V we obtain the solutionsĝ1(2p/V) and ĝ2(2p/V). The
monodromy matrix@28# can then be obtained as,

M5F ĝ1~2p/V! ĝ2~2p/V!

ġ̂1~2p/V! ġ̂2~2p/V!
G (45)

The eigenvaluesl1 and l2 of matrix M can then be calculated
The real part~solid line! and imaginary part~chain line! of l1 and
l2 are plotted in Fig. 7. It can be observed thatl1 leaves the unit
circle atV50.9 and 1.02, at whichl1521. Therefore, the steady
state solution undergoes period doubling at these two bifurca
speeds, as presented earlier in Fig. 2.

Case 2: Rotation speed nearΩ50.5
In this case we have to rescale Eq.~23! by defining

k̂5dk, â5da, F̂15F1 , F̂25dF2 , m̂15dm1 ,

m̂25d2m2 (46)

Equation~23! can then be rewritten as

Fig. 7 Eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix. l1 leaves the
unit circle at VÄ0.9 and 1.02, at which l1ÄÀ1.
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 761
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g̈1g52F1 sinVt1d~22k cosVtg22m1ġ2ag3

12F2 sin 2Vt !2d22m2ġg2 (47)

By using expansion~28! and following the similar procedure as i
case 1, we obtain the following equations,

d0:D0
2g01g052F1 sinVT0 (48)

d1:D0
2g11g1522D0D1g022m1D0g02ag0

322k cosVT0g0

12F2 sin 2VT0 (49)

The general solution of Eq.~48! is

g05HeiT01
F1

i ~12V2!
eiVT01cc (50)

After substituting~50! into ~49! and by defining

2V511ds (51)

we observe that the secular term ofg1 can be eliminated if

i2~H81m1H !16aS F1

12V2D 2

H13aH2H̄

2 i S F1k

12V2
2F2D eisT150 (52)

By substituting Eq.~37! into ~52! and defining

g5sT12b (53)

we obtain the equations for steady state solutions ofh andg as,

m1h2S F1k

12V2
2F2D cosg50 (54)

sh23ahS F1

12V2D 2

2
3a

8
h32S F1k

12V2
2F2D sing50

(55)

After recovering the artificial parameterd to 1 the steady state
solutiongs of Eq. ~23! can be approximated as

gs'h cos~2VT02g!1
2F1

12V2
sinVT0 (56)

It is noted that the second term in Eq.~56! is a particular solution
and is proportional toa/«, which is of order 1 in this paper
Therefore it can be expected that the steady state response~56!
consists of two dominant frequency components. Equation~56! is
traced as the chain line in Fig. 3 to compare with the Runge-K
solutions. The amplitudes of steady state solution~56! are plotted
as solid lines in Fig. 8 for two different slider masses,ms50 and
0.3. The open circles represent the amplitude obtained by inte
ing Eq.~23!. It is observed that the solution predicted by multip
scale method matches the Runge-Kutta solution quite well
ms50. For ms50.3 while the multiple scale solution does n
match the Runge-Kutta solution so well, it still captures the
sence of the response near the peak.

Conclusions
A new formulation of the equations of motion of a flexib

connecting rod is presented with emphasis on retaining all h
order terms in the strain energy function, which are import
especially in high-speed applications. The complete equation
motion involving both the axial and transverse vibrations are f
mulated by applying Hamilton’s principle. The correct bounda
conditions taking into account the slider-motion constraint are
rived, which can be simplified to the conventional simpl
supported boundary conditions when the crank is short. The
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tial differential equations are discretized into two ordina
differential equations by a one-term eigenfunction expans
method. After carefully examining the order of magnitude of ea
term these two equations can be reduced to a single one, w
turns out to be a Duffing equation under parametric and exte
excitations simultaneously. The nonlinear behavior of this eq
tion is then studied by multiple scale method. Several conclusi
can be summarized in the following.

1. The solution from the Duffing equation is a good approx
mation to the solution from the original two equations when t
crank is short and the slenderness ratio of the connecting ro
small.

2. Combined effects of parametric and external excitatio
dominate the response whenV is close to 0.5 and 1. Away from
these two speeds the response is dominated by the external
tation alone, and the solution is P-1 with only one dominant f
quency.

3. When the rotation speedV is close to 1 the response is a P-
solution. The associated period doubling bifurcation speeds ca
predicted by a Floquet theory.

4. In the neighborhood ofV50.5 the response is a P-1 solutio
containing two dominant frequency components. The freque
response shows a peak nearV50.5, whose height is found to be
proportional to the slider mass.
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